
Fentoine and Fella save the Dames.

1. Adjective

2. Adjective

3. Noun - Plural

4. Tv Show

5. Noun

6. Colour

7. Asking A Question

8. Why Is: Follow On

9. Answer To A Question

10. Sound

11. Noun

12. Exclamation

13. Political Party

14. Adjective

15. Colour

16. Name

17. Exclamation

18. Noun

19. Adjective

20. Adjective

21. Noun

22. Verb - Past Tense

23. Adjective
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24. Adjective

25. Noun

26. Exclamation

27. Noun

28. Adjective

29. Adjective

30. Noun

31. Noun

32. Noun

33. Adjective

34. Adjective

35. Name

36. Exclamation

37. Noun

38. Noun

39. Noun

40. Noun

41. Body Part

42. Exclamation

43. Animal

44. Sound

45. Noun - Plural

46. Adjective

47. Sound

48. Adjective



49. Insulting Nickname

50. Animal

51. Animal

52. Noun

53. Body Part

54. Whispered Saying

55. Noun - Plural

56. Liquid

57. Body Part

58. Body Part

59. Noun

60. Body Part Plural

61. Noun

62. Exclamation

63. Adjective

64. Noun

65. Family Member

66. Number

67. Adjective

68. Colour

69. Exclamation

70. Body Part

71. Name

72. Name

73. Name



74. Name

75. Name

76. Name

77. Noun

78. Noun



Fentoine and Fella save the Dames.

It was a Adjective , Adjective winter morning in the land of Bournemouth, where two wonderful

little men sat proudly splayed across one of their many, many Noun - Plural , eyes glued to the TV screen

as they watched TV Show .

The first one, by the name of Fentoine, was contently munching on some Jaffa Cakes, running his fingers

through his Noun colour hair. " Asking a Question ?" He asked, turning his attention to the

Fella sittin' next to him, Toby. " Why Is: Follow On ?"

Fella shrugged. " Answer to a Question ."

Before Fentoine could reply, a Sound Noun echoed across the room. Both feminine men

turned to one another, and with a nod of their heads, leapt off the bed and onto the floor. Flowing through hand-

signs, they both screamed, " Exclamation !"

Their clothes soon morphed into suits, emblazoned with the symbol of the Political Party . A hole appeared

in the ceiling, and a large monitor slowly made its way downwards. It flickered to life, and someone was sat in a

Adjective colour arm chair. This person name was Name .

" Exclamation !" Fella shrieked. Said person used a Noun to get his hearing back, before he/she

spoke with a Adjective , Adjective voice.

"It's horrible fellas! Your two lovely ladies, Alicia and Clare, have been kidnapped by an unknown force! You've

gotta save them!"

Wasting no time, Fentoine pulled out a Noun , and proceeded to Verb - Past Tense the monitor into

a



thousand pieces. Quick as a flash, they leapt out of the window, landing in their vehicle of choice, a

Adjective Adjective Noun .

" Exclamation ," Fella said with conviction, and with a nod, Fentoine kicked the Noun piloting the

Adjective Adjective Noun , and sped off into the night.

They soon arrived at an abandoned PG Tips Factory. Getting out of their vehicle, they took a quick break by

eating a Noun . Soon after, an explosion of Noun blinded them, and when they opened their

Adjective eyes, they saw Alicia and Clare, huddling together and terrified out of their wits. Looming

over them, with a Adjective grin on the persons face, was Name .

" Exclamation !" Fentoine shrieked, producing a Noun and throwing it at the kidnapper. Said

kidnapper deflected it with a Noun made of Noun . Enraged, Fella tried next, pulling a

Noun out of his Body Part , and sending it flying towards their enemy. This time, the kidnapper

weaved through hand-signs, exclaiming, " Exclamation !" before summoning a giant Animal . With

a massive Sound , it swallowed up the weapon, before disappearing in a puff of Noun - Plural . The

kidnapper grinned in Adjective , before he/she grabbed the poor girls, and leapt into a nearby sewage

system.

Wasting little time, our protagonists leapt in after him.

When they landed with a loud Sound , they discovered they were in a Adjective , old, metallic

room. Across from them stood the kidnapper, who pulled out six bottles of beer. To the manly (except not) men's

horror, they discovered that the two ladies were ensnared in a rope trap, without any shoes or socks, and placed

firmly



in the corner.

"If it is a battle you want, it's a battle you will get, Insulting Nickname !" Fella screeched, weaving through

hands-signs. "Summoning Jutsu!" slamming his hand into the ground, with a massive puff of a smoke, a

Animal appeared. With a roar, it charged forth, followed closely by the newly summoned

Animal that Fentoine had brought to life.

But the kidnapper was clever, and threw the bottles of beer at Fentoine. He was handsome enough to dodge, but

he could just not see the Noun flying towards him. With a loud splat, the thrown object slammed into

Fentoine's Body Part , causing blood to explode from the wound.

Fentoine turned to his BFF Fella, and with tears in his eyes, whispered, " Whispered Saying ," before

collapsing on the ground.

Noun - Plural burned inside Fella's veins, and with a loud battle cry, he slammed his head hard into the

ground. A huge tsunami of Liquid erupted from behind him, and soon enough, it enveloped the whole

room. Quickly grabbing Fentoine by the Body Part , Fella leapt into the air, spotting the two girls who

struggled in the corner. Realizing he would need to release them from their bonds to save their beautiful

Body Part , he rushed forward, and sliced off the ropes with his Noun . Grabbing them by their

Body Part Plural , and using his powers of Noun , he flew high into the sky, smashing through the

roof, and quickly landed safely on the ground.

" Exclamation !" Fella cried, blinking back Adjective tears. Reaching into his pocket, he pulled out

a Noun that his great, great, great, great, great, great, great Family Member had given him

Number



million years ago. Forcing Fentoine to swallow it, he let out a sigh of relief when the Fentoine opened his

Adjective colour eyes, and grinned.

" Exclamation !" He exclaimed, leaping up, "you saved us all!"

Before Fella could react, he was pulled towards Clare by his Body Part , and pulled into a passionate kiss.

Fentoine and Alicia did the same.

And so, our two heroes retired and married the loves of their lives. They both had three kids, Fentoine and

Alicia's named Name , Name and Name , while Toby and Clare's were named

Name , Name and Name . While they were retired, on the part time, they did beat up

Noun and make love to Noun .

The End!
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